Harmony’s
Integrated
Water
Strategy
Our Commitment to Responsible,
Sustainable & Innovative Water Stewardship

HARMONY
Harmony:
created for
everything that
matters most
Located in Rocky View County, Harmony is a thoughtfully
planned, mixed-use village that sets a new standard for
better living with visionary practices in social, economic and
environmental sustainability.

A Complex, Research-Driven Strategy: Simply Explained
If one word sums up the nature and philosophy of Harmony, it’s “caring.”
Caring about a community’s well-being starts with caring about
the environment.

Harmony’s integrated water strategy is a key example of our commitment

HI, I’M “RANDY
RAINDROP”, AND I
HAVE THE FACTS!

to caring and sustainability. We’ve partnered with global leaders in green
planning and development practices to ensure a legacy of environmental
sustainability in Harmony and greater Springbank for generations to come.

This strategy, although simply
explained, is backed by:

10,000+ 12
hours of engineering work

5.4
person years of
continuous work

pounds of printed documents

50

+

professionals (includes
engineers, tech, geotech
and field)

Look to me throughout this
booklet for an explanation of
the details and research behind
Harmony’s visionary W4 plan.

An Overview of

Harmony’s
Integrated
Water Strategy
Water is a precious resource! This is why
Harmony’s Integrated Water Strategy (nicknamed
W4) focuses on collecting, conserving, reclaiming
and releasing water in a way which ensures public
health and safety is one of the highest priorities.
So what does W4 stand for? Simply put, it’s
the integration of everything relating to water in
Harmony; it’s Harmony’s potable water, storm
water, wastewater and reclaimed water systems.

As part of Harmony’s early
planning and consultation
process, a set of Guiding
Principles for its design was
established.
Within these principles was Harmony’s
commitment to contribute to a ‘sustainable
Springbank’ and provide amenities that will
benefit all of Springbank and ultimately Rocky
View County.
Harmony has been working with Rocky View County
since 2004. It’s Conceptual Scheme was approved
in February 2007. This was followed by a series of
subsequent approvals including the DC 129 Land
Use Bylaw which amended and defines the allowable
land uses within Harmony, Stage 1 Neighbourhood
Plan and Harmony’s Golf Course Subdivision Plan,
along with several other technical approvals.
These approvals provided Harmony with the
necessary support to commit extensive financial
resources to develop an innovative water system
that Rocky View County and the province can be
proud of. Harmony’s sustainable water practices
will be a leader in the province of Alberta and will
be a positive example of how this Rocky View
project is developed.

FUN!

HARMONY’S
WATER CYCLE

NOURISHING!

ACTIVE!

HOMEY!

Harmony’s amenities are more than the fun places and features
that one hopes to have in their neighbourhood—they are all
part of one of the most advanced water cycles in Alberta.
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Harmony’s
Potable Water
What makes Harmony’s
lake unique?
Its integrated design
is an environmentally
friendly way to provide
one of Alberta’s safest
drinking water sources
to residents and visitors.

Harmony’s primary source of water
is pumped from the Bow River and
stored in the community’s man-made
lake in the centre of Harmony.
Harmony’s lake also collects
treated rainwater from its upstream
catchment through a series of
carefully engineered and monitored
conveyance and treatment systems.
The man-made lake is carefully
engineered to provide a community
water supply, emergency storage,
minimum loss through seepage, a
thriving fish habitat, and of course

Harmony’s state-of-the-art
Water Treatment Facility

will also be an active amenity for Rocky
View residents to enjoy.
The lake is designed to provide
pretreatment, active circulation,
ozonation and aeration of the water
before it supplies Harmony’s state-ofthe-art Water Treatment Facility, which
features one of the most advanced
water treatment technologies available
- General Electric’s ZeeWeed model
1500D Membrane Filtration with UV
disinfection.

ARTIST’S RENDERING

Harmony’s
Storm Water
Can flooding be prevented?
In Harmony we have
designed systems that
will manage the risks to
achieve some of the highest
standards in the region.

When designing Harmony’s storm
water strategy we started with
some very basic, not so surprising
principles:

Water Absorbency
Comparison: Developed
vs. Undeveloped Land

- Where there is development there will be less porous
surfaces to absorb water
- Harmony’s post-development hydrology must reflect
pre-development hydrology to the greatest extent
possible
- The system needs to be robust against variable
conditions
- Storm water design must incorporate safeguards to
protect both Harmony’s residents and downstream
neighbours
These principles were the foundation of a storm
water strategy that’s way ahead of the rest… read on
to learn more!

Water Catchment Map

We first started with LOADS of site-specific data dating
back to 2001. We’ve drilled and gathered an incredible
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number of soil samples. We have also had surface flow
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Harmony’s
Harmony’s land is only a portion of a greater watershed area. When it rains, water that is not
absorbed upstream of Harmony flows into Harmony’s web of vegetated swales and wetlands,
where pretreatment occurs (removal of nasties like fertilizers and sediments) before water
finds its way to Harmony’s lake.

Storm Water
Strategy
Harmony’s storm water
management system is
divided into two areas: East
and West Harmony. It’s no
coincidence that West Harmony
features the majority of the
development area, while East
Harmony is primarily a golf
course. Remember - less porous
earth means more potential
storm water to deal with - and
this is why West Harmony flows
towards the lake.
PUMP IT
BACK!

The lake’s performance has been
tested against a variety of events
including traditional 1:100 year and
1:200 year design events (yes, 1:200
year!) as well as real precipitation
recorded over the past 45 some
odd years, including the unique,
unprecedented storm of 2005.
Once it’s in the lake, Harmony will
be able to use storm water for its
potable and irrigation water supplies.
Moreover, we will be able to employ
reverse pumps to pull water from the
lake and return it to the Bow River.
This will reduce the risk of flooding
downstream - now that’s being a
good neighbour!

BOW RIVER

In a storm situation, Harmony can
actually employ reverse pumps,
sending water back to the Bow
River that will help reduce the risk
of flooding to our downstream
neighbours!

In East Harmony, the storm water
management system may seem
wonderfully simple in appearance,
but is actually the result of extensively
detailed engineering. To start, the
golf course occupies the majority of
the East Harmony area and will be
designed and conditioned to accept
large quantities of moisture. It can
do this because the soil will feature a
minimum of 300mm of conditioned
topsoil to assist with retention and
storage. There will also be abundant
amounts of manmade water features
and storm ponds throughout the golf
course, all able to store more water
when it is necessary to detain storm
water runoff and regulate discharge
off-site. Soil saturation will be
professionally monitored and irrigation
with Harmony’s reclaimed water will
be utilized when needed.

Storm Water in Harmony:
Exceeding Expectations
In addition to the lake, which acts as a massive regulator of flow discharges, Harmony also
engineered its storm water strategy using a more conservative unit release rate than is
recommended by a relevant regional watershed study conducted in 2004 for the County.
The following table illustrates the release rates that the Harmony system is being designed for
when compared to the recommended values:

Period

2004 Rocky View
County Report
Recommendation

West Harmony

East Harmony

1:2 year event

0.581 litres/second/
hectare

None because of lake

0.26 L/s/Ha

1:100 year event

1.714 litres/second/
hectare

0.32 L/s/Ha

0.26 L/s/Ha

In summary:
· West Harmony does not receive any storm water runoff from East Harmony.
·W
 est Harmony is the larger of the two catchments and receives the majority of runoff from
upstream lands.
·W
 est Harmony will only release storm water discharge off-site when necessary to actively
manage lake levels. This discharge will be actively managed in a controlled manner directly
to the Bow River through a pump and pipe system. In keeping with current hydrology of the
site, in a typical year no discharge is expected. But discharge may be necessary under more
extreme conditions to ensure local and downstream lands are protected.
· East Harmony receives both reclaimed water and localized rain fall.

Fun Fact!
Even during extreme moisture events (storms), Harmony will only
release a quantity less than what would fill a can of Coca Cola
for each hectare of land every second. This is five times less than
the accepted release rates.

Not quite
convinced?
Since Harmony is developed in stages beginning with Stage
One, a large percentage of the land will remain undeveloped.
Remember - less development means more porous area, so
Harmony will be able to continue its monitoring program and
validate its calculations on a stage-by-stage basis. This
allows for a very proactive Adaptive Management approach to
storm water management. This Adaptive Management approach
means less risk to downstream neighbours!

Still not
convinced?
Harmony is making sure its engineers are putting their
money where their calculations are by requiring $5 million
in professional liability insurance.

Harmony’s Abridged Waste
Water Treatment Schematic

Why did we select this system?

Full Water Level

Bioreactor

Drum Screens

Anoxic
Chamber

Let the science talk: we wanted to make sure that Harmony’s reclaimed water
program will be one of the best in the province, and therefore we had to ensure that
it could effectively remove the following:

Aerobic
Chamber
Membrane
Filtration

Raw sewage from
Residential and
Commercial
Development

NO WAY!

· Viruses
· Bacteria
· Protozoa – Giardia

Grit Removal
and Equalization Tank

LET US IN!

· Protozoa – Cryptosporidium

Full Water Level

FWL

Monitoring
Location #2

Golf Course
Irrigation

NaOCI

· Helminths
· Nematodes
· Regrowth in irrigation pipes
· Organic Matter
· Suspended Solids

NaOCI

· Grit
Reclaimed Water
Storage Pond
UV Disinfection

Chlorine Contact

Monitoring
Location #1

*P
 lease note that this chart has been simplified to enhance
legibility. Contact us to view the complete schematic.

As part of the Alberta Government’s Water for Life Strategy,
Harmony has been working closely with officials to provide a
‘Best in Class’ example for water recycling – an initiative many
are working on and all levels of government are eager to see.

Harmony’s reclaimed water
program effectively removes
“nasties” from wastewater

· Large Solids

In other words Harmony’s wastewater treatment facility
is one of the most proven effective ways to remove all
the nasties from wastewater, leaving water recycled to a
standard many countries would drink!
After the water is treated, it is stored in a lined pond.
And since Harmony recognizes that some seasons are
wetter than others, the storage capacity for the initial

phase of the balancing pond is 400,000 cubic metres,
which is storage for up to seven months at the Stage One
build out of 1,150 homes, office and commercial area.
Now, that is a LOT of storage for the first few phases of
development in Harmony. This storage will be expanded
as needed and based on Stage One measured volumes to
meet the ultimate needs of Harmony.

HARMONY’S WASTEWATER
SYSTEM

When it comes to wastewater systems,
Harmony spared no expense! Part of
Harmony’s water strategy is to conserve
and reuse this valuable resource.

The cornerstone to reuse is Harmony’s water recycling
treatment facility which uses the GE Zeeweed model
500D. In addition to anoxic and aerated bioreactors
and membrane treatment filters, the process will include
an aerobic digestor, ultraviolet disinfection unit and
chlorination. With the natural processes that occur, and
with properly designed irrigation systems, phosphorus and
nitrogen are also naturally removed and reused by the golf
course grasses.

Harmony’s
Reclaimed
Water System
Because of the investment made in Harmony’s wastewater facility, it has recycled one of
the plant’s most valuable resources – water!

What does Harmony in
Rocky View County have in
common with Arizona, California,
Colorado, Florida, Utah, Texas,
Washington and British Columbia?
Answer: One of the most advanced
water recycling programs in the
world. A true “made in Rocky View”
solution.

Initially, Harmony will use this recycled water to irrigate the golf course, but over time Harmony
hopes to introduce this water in the business cells for toilet flushing and for general irrigation
throughout the community. In fact, Harmony is so committed to advanced water recycling that it
is dedicated to constructing Alberta’s first community-wide Purple Pipe System.
Purple Pipe is the internationally accepted standard to convey recycled water. As you may
guess, it is called Purple Pipe because the pipe is literally purple. Until policy allows the use of
purple pipe in Alberta, Harmony plans to convey pretreated water from the lake for irrigation.
This potentially means that homeowners and business owners are not paying for unnecessary
treatment, which saves money and valuable environmental resources just to irrigate. Now that’s
smart!
This concludes the summary of Harmony’s W4 strategy. Collectively, it is a complex and
advanced strategy for managing a key resource, but broken down the model is surprisingly
simple. The not so secret formula? We used very bright engineers with the best in class
technology and a bunch of common sense and consideration and voila - you have Harmony’s
W4 model. Something we can all be proud of.

Do you have additional, specific questions
about Harmony’s water strategy?
We have the answers, so ask away!

Interested in
learning more?
We welcome you to share your comments,
questions and thoughts about Harmony.
Please register for more information online.
LiveInHarmony.ca

T. 403.215.0800
E. info@liveinharmony.ca

